THE HISTORY AND OPERATIONS OF GENERAL MOTORS COMPANY
General Motors Company, commonly referred to as General Motors (GM), is an American 1 Business units; 2 History ..
General Motors began operating in South Africa in through its wholly owned subsidiary, General Motors South .

With springs, axles and other key components being provided to the early automotive industry by
Durant-Dort, it can be reasoned that GM actually began with the founding of Durant-Dort. In , GM was the
first major automobile company to offer airbags as optional equipment in a non-experimental, unlimited
vehicle capacity. The two firms will control seven factories around Indianapolis but GM will retain
management of a factory in Baltimore. Barra also announces GM will create a program to compensate those
injured or killed by the defective cars. It sold Electronic Data Systems in , and in it sold the defense units of its
Hughes Electronics subsidiary to the Raytheon Company , thus leaving the computer-services and
defense-aerospace fields in order to concentrate on its automotive businesses. GM announces plan to close
four pickup and sport utility vehicle factories, plans to shed 8, jobs. Smith, Roger B. Furthermore, the
electrical supply was changed from six to the more reliable 12 volts. Fundamentally, the policy involved
coordination of the enterprise under top management, direction of policy through top-level committees, and
delegation of operational responsibility throughout the organization. To market the vehicles, Sheridan hired
World War I flying ace Eddie Rickenbacker , himself an accomplished automobile racer in his own right. But
GM remained afloat and the company's stock in the Dow Jones industrial average posted the biggest
percentage gain in In , GM redirected resources from the development of new sedans to an accelerated
refurbishment of their light trucks and SUVs for introduction as models in early June 5, - GM releases the
results of an internal probe relating to delayed recalls and the deaths of at least 13 people. In June G. Smith
retires as chairman, succeeded by President Robert Stempel. Hertz who joined the main board John Hertz
purchased the car rental business back from GM in and took it public the following year. The money from the
fine goes to the US Treasury, not to compensate crash victims. December 10, - GM's faulty ignition switch
caused deaths , according to a final report from the attorney administering funds to accident victims. Durant ,
the General Motors Company was founded in to consolidate several motorcar companies producing Buick,
Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Oakland later Pontiac , Ewing, Marquette, and other autos as well as Reliance and
Rapid trucks. From June to September , the Federal Reserve , in a move to quell potential inflationary
pressures created by, among other things, the stock market, made successive interest rate increases, credited in
part for "plunging the country into a recession. The sale of its noncore assets, global debt offerings, and
income from its automotive operations allowed to the company to fully fund its U. It announced that the
resolution sale of its Hummer , Saab , and Saturn brands would take place by the end of Some historians posit
that GM profiteered on both sides, but Alfred Sloan's memoir [16] presents a description of lost control. Du
Pont removed Durant from management in , and various Du Pont interests held large or controlling share
holdings until about The top two markets in were China, with 2,, units, and the United States, with 2,,
vehicles sold. By early July, a decision had not been made, but Magna remained confident and scheduled a
meeting for July 14 to announce its acceptance. GM is the only company with a fully integrated solution to
produce self-driving vehicles at scale. Worldwide employment is , A new 48, m2 plant with a covered area
was opened in , and since then the Buick, Marquette, La Salle, Cadillac, Vauxhaul and Opel marques also
started to be produced. On October 13 of the same year, GM Company incorporated as General Motors
Corporation after McLaughlin merged his companies and sold his Chevrolet stock to allow the incorporation,
which in turn followed the incorporation of General Motors of Canada [4] reverting to General Motors
Company [5] upon emergence from bankruptcy in that left General Motors of Canada Limited as a privately
owned Canadian Company. Durant on the other hand knew that the vehicle was soundly engineered and knew
what GM paid for the Muncie facility. Production of SUVs and trucks vs. About GM We envision a future of
zero crashes, zero emissions and zero congestion, and we have committed ourselves to leading the way toward
this future. When the Second World War broke out the operations were complicated. And, in each case,
improvements were eventually made to mitigate the problems, but the resulting improved product ended up
failing in the marketplace as its negative reputation overshadowed its ultimate excellence. Cadillac supplied
army staff cars, V-8 engines for artillery tractors, and trench mortar shells, while Buick built Liberty airplane
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motors, tanks, trucks, ambulances, and automotive parts.

